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AbstrAct
Visible light communication is a well-known 

emerging technology that enables high data rate 
wireless access in indoor environments by mak-
ing dual-us e of light-emitting diode luminaires 
for providing lighting and communication. Man-
aging  multiple access and addressing the user’s 
mobility are among the current challenges of this 
technology. To manage multiple access interfer-
ence arising from unintended received signals of 
other users, different approaches have been pro-
posed so far, including zero-forcing precoding 
and broadcasting of the users’ signals. Howev-
er, by this approach, the network performance is 
sensitive to the users’ locations, since they affect 
the correlation properties of the network channel 
matrix. A higher correlation (e.g., for the case of 
users getting closer together) results in a perfor-
mance degradation. To mitigate this, we propose 
a novel approach of optimizing the receivers field-
of-views based on the bio-inspired particle swarm 
optimization in order to adapt to the users’ loca-
tion, and hence, improve the network’s robust-
ness. The efficiency of the proposed method is 
demonstrated through numerical simulations.

Multi-user Visible light 
coMMunicAtion networks

The ever-increasing bandwidth requirements to 
support the growing demand for high-speed data 
transmission in indoor scenarios is overwhelm-
ing the radio frequency (RF) spectrum, which is 
already under pressure. For the past 20 years, 
the interest in visible light communication (VLC) 
technology as a solution for indoor broadband 
communications has been driven by the many 
advantages the technology presents, including 
utilizing the light-emitting diode (LED) -based 
lighting infrastructure, operating at an unregulated 
frequency band, being unaffected by RF interfer-
ence, and providing inherent security due to light 
confinement in most indoor environments [1].

One important requirement in VLC systems is 
ensuring coverage in large, indoor environments. 
This can be realized through the use of multi-cell 
architectures in the same way it is used in wire-

less RF cellular networks. This way, several LED 
luminaires serve as access points (APs) that han-
dle users within their respective illumination areas 
(cells). In such multi-cell VLC networks — which 
potentially should handle multiple users — each 
equipped with a receiver (Rx) that uses a photo 
detector (PD), an important issue is to manage the 
multiple-access interference (MAI). In fact, MAI 
can arise from inter-user interference (IUI) and/or 
inter-cell interference (ICI) — the received non-in-
tended signals of the users in the same cell and/or 
in the other cells, respectively [2]. There has been 
a significant amount of research on the develop-
ment of efficient multiple access (MA) techniques 
for VLC networks [3]. The more popular solutions 
proposed include orthogonal frequency division 
MA (OFDMA), non-orthogonal MA (NOMA), and 
pre-coded multi-user multiple input/single output 
(MU-MISO) [4, 5]. Here, we focus on the third 
technique: pre-coded MU-MISO, suggesting it as a 
practical solution due to its implementation simplic-
ity. A common approach is to use linear zero forc-
ing pre-coding (ZFPC) for its simplicity and good 
performance at relatively high signal-to-noise ratios 
(SNRs), which is mostly the circumstance in indoor 
VLC networks because of the short link distance 
in the case of unblocked line-of-sight (LOS) [6, 7].

The performance of ZFPC is largely affected by 
the locations of the users, as these determine the 
correlation between the users’ channel gains [8]. In 
fact, a high correlation (e.g., due to nearly located 
users) results in a degradation of the overall net-
work performance. Although different Rx parame-
ters can be optimized to improve the performance, 
one efficient solution for reducing this correlation is 
to appropriately tune the Rxs’ field-of-views (FOVs), 
as proposed in [9, 10].

This article considers tuning of the Rxs’ FOVs in 
MU-MISO ZFPC VLC systems to improve the net-
work performance by decreasing the correlation in 
the network channel matrix. The novelty of the pro-
posed method is that it relies on the “bio-inspired” 
algorithm of particle swarm optimization (PSO), 
which has been used in solving diverse problems 
in optical wireless communications [11, 12]. We 
illustrate the advantages of this swarm intelligence 
technique in terms of efficiency and computational 
simplicity, and investigate the impact of varying 
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the optimization parameters on the system per-
formance. In addition, we propose a solution to 
further reduce the computational complexity of 
the proposed optimization approach and show its 
advantage in the case of user mobility.

In the sequel, we first describe the principles 
of a ZFPC VLC network. Next, we provide an over-
view of PSO and the proposed FOV tuning algo-
rithm before presenting the performance study of 
the proposed solution and discussing its practical 
implementation issues.

generAl Description of Zfpc Vlc networks
For VLC networks, the transmission link from the 
AP to the Rx is characterized mainly by the chan-
nel gain. We only account for the LOS path here. 
In fact, in the case of existing LOS in VLC net-
works, the contribution of non-LOS components 
is practically negligible [13]. The APs, that is, the 
LED luminaires, are modeled by a Lambertian pat-
tern of order m [13]. No lens is considered at the 
Rx, thus, the channel gain does not depend on 
the Rx’s FOV.

Figure 1 illustrates the considered VLC network, 
with the main system blocks shown in Fig. 1a. A 
central control unit coordinates between the APs 
for exchanging information (e.g., the channel state 
information, CSI), handling the ZFPC, as well as 
FOV optimization. To estimate the CSI at each 
Rx, pilot symbols are transmitted by the APs in the 
downlink. In the uplink, the estimated CSIs are sent 
back to the APs using infrared links for calculating 
the ZFPC matrix, and for FOV optimization.

To adjust the Rx’s FOV, a mechanical iris is 
considered to be mounted on top of the plan of 
the PD’s surface, to vary the maximum angle of 
reception at the Rx [14]. An illustration for the 
considered FOV tuning is presented in Figs. 1b, 
1c, and 1d.

We consider a MU-MISO broadcast VLC sys-
tem, where Nt APs cooperate to serve Nr users, 

assuming Nt ≥ Nr [8], in order to comply with 
the ZFPC constraints. To manage the MAI, for 
instance, at APi, the desired signal of Rxj, dj, is mul-
tiplied by the pre-coding weight wij. We consider 
the max-min fairness criterion in [8] for calculating 
the ZFPC weights, due to it simplicity.

pArticle swArM optiMiZAtion
For optimization of the FOVs of the Rxs in the 
ZFPC system, we propose to use PSO, which 
mimics swarm movement [15]. Compared with 
other metaheuristic optimization techniques, 
the advantages of the PSO approach include 
its memory effect, in the sense that all particles 
acquire the knowledge of the good solutions in 
the solution space because every particle shares 
its information with the others. In addition, PSO 
offers the advantages of a simple implementa-
tion and a relatively quick convergence, which 
are the reasons why it has received a great deal of 
attention in a wide range of applications. Consid-
er a D-dimensional search space, which involves 
all possible combinations of the values of the D 
variables to be optimized. By PSO, within this 
search space, each point is a potential solution: 
each particle moves between points to find the 
optimal solution. The direction and the speed of 
the movements in the solution space are decided 
by the best solution found by the particle itself 
(personal best position, Pbest), and that found by 
the ensemble of particles (global best position, 
Gbest). The quality of these solutions is assessed 
using a fitness function designed according to the 
optimization goals.

PSO can be described by an example of a swarm 
of bees (particles) searching in a garden (solution 
space) for the location with the most flowers (opti-
mal solution) over a certain time (iterations). Bees 
communicate their experiences in terms of the flow-
ers density at their locations to each other (Pbest 
and Gbest), to decide the speed and direction of 

FIGURE 1. FOV tuning in the VLC network: a) main blocks in the VLC system; b), c), d) examples of FOV 
tuning using mechanical iris for three Rxs with FOV1 > FOV2 > FOV3.
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movement (particle velocities) in their next move. 
The density of the flowers corresponds to how 
good the location is (solution’s quality), where high-
er flower densities correspond to better solutions. 
Figure 2 illustrates the considered PSO algorithm, 
where as shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, particles (rep-
resented by bees) wander the two-variable solution 
space formed by the axes of Variable 1 and Vari-

able 2 to search for the optimal solution. The axis 
of fitness value represents the evaluation of each 
possible solution using the fitness function, where 
larger fitness values represent better solutions. In 
Fig. 2a the particles are distributed in the solution 
space and exchange information about the Pbest 
and Gbest, which illustrates the exploration behav-
ior by the particles at the start of the optimization. 

FIGURE 2. PSO algorithm description: a, b): Illustrations of particles at the first (exploring the solution 
space while exchanging information) and last (about to converge to the optimal solution) iterations, 
respectively; c) Flow chart of the algorithm for an example of optimizing the FOVs of three Rxs; indices 
ℓ and q refer to the iteration number and the particle number, respectively, “Int.” stands for integer. 
Dashed box at left shows how the variable values (FOVs) are extracted from integers during the 
optimization to solve the problem as integer programming problem, for a generalized solution in cases 
of having non-uniform steps between the possible FOVs. Dashed box at right illustrates an example of 
the behavior of two particles under the influence of original velocity, Pbest, and Gbest; d) Illustration of 
the proposed FOV optimization for the case of two APs and two Rxs: By tuning the FOVs, the entries 
of the network channel matrix are controlled; hij denotes the channel gain of the communication link 
between APi and Rxj.
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Figure 2b shows the behavior of the particles at the 
last iterations, where they are about to converge 
to the optimal solution. A flow chart for the pro-
posed FOV tuning algorithm using PSO is shown 
in Fig. 2c, where the dashed box on the right side 
depicts an example of two particles in a 3-D solution 
space, illustrating the influence of the original veloc-
ity, Pbest, and Gbest on the direction and the veloc-
ity of the particles’ movements. Figure 2d illustrates 
the idea of reducing the correlation in the network 
channel matrix by optimization of the FOVs, high-
lighting the impact of varying the Rx FOV using PSO 
on the channel gains at the Rxs, and subsequently 
the ZF pre-coding network performance.

The main parameters of the PSO algorithm 
include the maximum number of iterations Nit, 
the number of particles Np, and the number of 
variables D. For updating the velocities and the 
positions of the particles, the approach in [11] is 
considered. Without loss of generality, for prevent-
ing particles from moving to locations outside the 
solution space, hard boundary conditions are con-
sidered here, where new positions (represented by 
new variables’ values) exceeding the solution space 
are clipped in order to remain at the boundaries.

foV tuning using pso
Here, we describe the proposed FOV tuning algo-
rithm. As shown in Fig. 2c, the algorithm starts 
with generating for each particle (i.e., possible 
solution, represented by a set of FOVs for all Rxs) 
random positions (sets of FOVs) and velocities 
(rates of varying of the tested sets of FOVs in the 
solution space), prior to evaluating in each step 
(iteration) the performance of each particle and 
updating them. To evaluate the performance of 
a particle (the quality of the solution formed by 
a particular set of FOVs), the corresponding solu-
tion is converted from integer values to FOVs, 
which are forwarded to the Rxs in the downlink 
to apply them. Note that, to generalize the pro-
posed algorithm to the cases where only discrete 
non-equally-separated FOV values are possible 
(e.g., FOVs  [10°, 30°, 40°]), the possible FOV 
values are converted to integer values, and the 
problem is solved as an integer programming 
problem. In particular, the indices of the FOVs 
(in ascending order of FOVs) are used as the val-
ues in the solution space, to ensure equal spacing 
between the possible FOVs.

The proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 
2d, where in the downlink, the central control 
unit sends to the Rxs (via the APs) the calculated 
FOVs, as shown in Fig. 1a. Next, the estimated 
channel gains at the Rxs (i.e., the elements of the 
network channel matrix) using these FOVs are 
sent back in the uplink to the central control unit 
to update the FOVs using PSO. Based on these 
evaluations, and after updating the positions and 
velocities of the particles and the system expe-
rience, that is, Pbest and Gbest, PSO continues 
searching new FOVs that achieve a better per-
formance by exploring possible better solutions. 
Once the maximum number of iterations is 
achieved, the Gbest is considered as the solution 
corresponding to the optimized FOVs. As shown 
in Fig. 1a, the additional overhead only concerns 
the optimized FOVs in the downlink, and the SNR 
performance in the uplink, which remain very lim-
ited. Note that, given the limited users’ mobility 

in indoor scenarios, the variations in the network 
channel matrix are relatively slow, which relaxes 
the adaptation requirements and the constraints 
on the delay from the feedback channel.

A mechanical iris is used at the top of each PD 
to tune the corresponding Rx’s FOV. To consider a 
practical design, we assume that the FOVs can be 
only tuned to discrete values, ranging between 10° 
and 80°, with a step of 5°. Note that the speed of 
variation of the FOV highly depends on the param-
eters of the mechanical iris, as well as on the tools 
used for controlling it — which is beyond the scope 
of this optimization study. Note that the relatively 
slow changes of the channel in indoor scenarios 
would justify the neglected delay in the adjustment 
of the parameters of the mechanical iris. To evalu-
ate the solution of PSO for FOV tuning, we propose 
considering the following fitness function:

Fitness = F1 × Rj − F2 × cond(H)− (F3 × N0 ),
j=1

Nr

∑
 (1)

where cond(H) refers to the 2-norm condi-
tion number of the network channel matrix H, 
Rj denotes the data rate of the user j, and N0 is 
defined as the number of users with no existing 
LOS link with any AP. Also, F1, F2, and F3 are 
the weights given to the first, second, and third 
terms of the fitness function, respectively. In fact, 
the first term ensures promoting solutions with 
higher sum rates (i.e., the total achievable net-
work throughput); the second term downgrades 
solutions resulting in high condition number for 
network channel matrix; and the third term guar-
antees that the solutions resulting in users with 
LOS blockage are excluded. This is done by giving 
F3 a large value, so that for any value of the sum 
rate and condition number achieved by a solu-
tion, having a user with no LOS results in a bad 
evaluation of the solution. This point is explained 
in more detail in the next section. Note that, due 
to the non-linear nature of the considered prob-
lem, any variation in the Rxs’ locations requires 
readapting the model to have FOVs that satisfy 
LOS coverage. This makes PSO more suitable 
compared to other techniques that require train-
ing data to update the model adaptively depend-
ing on the actual LOS coverage conditions.

perforMAnce AnAlysis
This section presents numerical results for com-
paring the network performance for the cases of 
non-optimized FOVs and optimized FOVs using 
PSO. Consider four Rxs in the VLC network, 
handled by ZFPC. All Rxs are assumed to point 
up to the ceiling. Four LED luminaires (APs) are 
assumed, connected to a central control unit. The 
indoor environment is considered of dimension 
(7  7  3) m3, while the APs are located at (x, 
y, z) positions (2.25, 2.25, 2.5), (2.25, 4.75, 2.5), 
(4.75, 2.25, 2.5), and (4.75, 4.75, 2.5). The num-
ber of LED chips per luminaire is 36, the current 
per luminaire is 3.6 A, the Lambertian order m of 
each LED is 1, and the LED conversion efficiency   
is 0.44 W/A [2]. The noise power spectral density 
is fixed to 10–21 A2/Hz, and the considered PD 
responsivity and area are 0.4 A/W and 1 cm2, 
respectively [2].

The network sum rate (corresponding to the 
first term in Eq. 1) is calculated for a system band-

Note that, due to the 
non-linear nature of the 

considered problem, 
any variation in the 

Rxs’ locations requires 
readapting the model 

to have FOVs that 
satisfy LOS coverage. 

This makes PSO more 
suitable compared to 
other techniques that 

require training data 
to update the model 

adaptively depending 
on the actual LOS cov-

erage conditions.
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width of 10 MHz, assuming DC-biased optical 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (DCO-
OFDM) signal modulation. Also, the 2-norm con-
dition numbers in the considered random user 
positions (corresponding to the second term in 
Eq. 1) reached orders of 103. Following the dis-
cussions at the end of the previous section, we set 
the constants F1, F2, and F3 in Eq. 1 to 1, 105, and 
1010, respectively, to guarantee that the third term 
in Eq. 1 is always dominating, and to further ensure 
that the solutions with very large 2-norm condition 
numbers are downgraded. In addition, to further 
downgrade the solutions with LOS blockage, we 
set the corresponding network sum rates to zero.

perforMAnce oVer Different 
optiMiZAtion pArAMeters

To choose the best combination of particles and 
iterations for a given total number of evaluations 
of Np  Nit, Table 1 compares the average net-
work sum rate and the number of LOS blockage 
cases for different values of Np and Nit, for 1,000 
random user positions with random Rxs’ heights 
ZRx between 0.85 and 1.35 m. The 1,000 random 
positions are picked from 1,250 random posi-
tions, with random elevation and azimuth angles 
for the Rxs’ within the range of (0°–45°) and (0°–
180°), respectively, such that they guarantee LOS 
coverage at the Rxs’ FOVs of 80°. This ensures 
the feasibility of using the proposed optimization 
in finding optimized solutions, given that each 
of the optimized FOVs has a maximum value of 
80°. The sum rate is averaged over all users’ posi-
tions corresponding to LOS coverage occurrence. 
Note that, LOS blockage refers to the cases where 
one or more Rxs have no LOS path with any AP. 
Obviously, a lower LOS blockage indicates a bet-
ter LOS coverage probability. A LOS blockage of 
0 indicates that there has been no LOS blockage 
over the considered random scenarios, which is 
generally the case due to a better exploration of 
the solution space.

Given the considered 15 possible FOVs for 
the Rxs, the number of evaluations required for a 
“parameter sweep” (i.e., trying all possible com-
binations of FOVs for finding optimum values, 
without using an optimization algorithm) for sce-
narios with two, three, and four Rxs, are 225, 
3375, and 50,625, respectively. Obviously, the 
considered numbers of evaluations Np  Nit in 
Table 1 are much smaller than those needed for 
a parameter sweep.

As can be seen, increasing the number of eval-
uations from 50 to 100, and from 100 to 200, 
results in an improved performance in terms of 
average sum rate and LOS blockage, as expected. 

In addition, it is noted from the cases with 50 or 
200 evaluations that having a larger number of par-
ticles than iterations (for the same number of eval-
uations) results in a better average sum rate and a 
lower LOS blockage (in case of 50 evaluations). 
This can be explained by the better exploration of 
the solution space before converging to the opti-
mal solution.

cAse stuDy of optiMiZeD AnD non-optiMiZeD foVs
To show in more detail how the FOVs and 
the sum rate performance vary over iterations 
throughout the proposed optimization, we con-
sider in Fig. 3 the performance of a certain sce-
nario, where four Rxs with height of 0.85 m are 
located at (x, y) of (4.58, 0.32), (5.08, 4.03), 
(3.63, 5.47), and (1.49, 1.58). Figure 3b shows 
the fitness function calculated using Eq. 1 at each 
iteration. In the blue boxes are indicated the 
FOVs, the sum rates, and the condition numbers 
of H at every change of the fitness value, repre-
senting the most optimal performance achieved 
at that iteration. The red boxes indicate the sum 
rates achieved in cases of fixed FOVs of 50°, 
70°, and 90°. The plot shows an improvement 
in the quality of the solution due to the further 
exploration of the solution space, where PSO 
converges to the optimal solution at iteration 6.

From the data provided in the red boxes,  
decreasing the FOV in general should improve 
the performance. However, this remains depen-
dent on the correlation of the network chan-
nel matrix. This can be verified from the slight 
decrease in the 2-norm condition number and the 
small increase in the network sum rate by increas-
ing the FOV from 70° to 90°. This elucidates the 
complexity of the problem, and the fact that the 
sum rate performance is not always improved by 
simply decreasing the FOVs.

perforMAnce oVer rAnDoM rx locAtions
Using the best combination of Np and Nit from 
Table 1 (i.e., Np = 20 and Nit = 10), we compare 
in Table 2 the LOS blockage occurrence and the 
average sum rate for the cases of non-optimized 
and optimized FOVs for four Rxs. Comparison is 
carried out over 1000 random scenarios. Non-op-
timized FOV values of 50°, 60°, 70°, 80°, and 90° 
are considered; however, the results of LOS block-
age for FOVs of 80° and 90° were excluded from 
the table as all Rxs have LOS coverage over all sce-
narios. For the same reason of LOS blockage, the 
average sum rate results for FOVs of 50°, 60°, and 
70° were excluded.

It is observed that increasing the FOV decreases 
the risk of LOS blockage. However, in general, this 
comes at the expense of increased homogeneity 
between users’ channel gains, thus a performance 
degradation due to higher probability of increased 
correlation in the network channel matrix (which 
is apparent only for the highly constrained case 
of random Rxs’ orientations for the large FOVs of 
80° and 90°). Also, considering random Rxs’ ori-
entations in addition to random Rxs’ heights led to 
a degraded sum rate performance, due to lower 
number of solutions that satisfy LOS coverage. 
Moreover, increasing the Rx’s height (i.e., decreas-
ing the path length between the Tx and the Rx) 
increases the probability of LOS blockage due to 
the decrease in the area covered on the AP plane 

TABLE 1. Comparison between different combinations of number of particles 
(Np) and iterations (Nit) over average sum rate and LOS blockage 
performance, for cases of random Rx heights in four Rx scenarios.
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by the Rx’s FOV. On the other hand, irrespective 
of the considered Rxs’ heights, the proposed FOV 
optimization shows a robust performance, with 
very limited LOS blockage occurrence. It is worth 
mentioning that even by decreasing the number 
of evaluations to 50 (Table 1), the achieved per-
formance with PSO was still better than the cases 
with non-optimized FOVs.

Similar observations can be made by con-
sidering the network average sum rate, where 
the proposed approach outperforms the case of 
non-optimized FOVs. This advantage results from 
the adaptation of every Rx to users’ positions to 
decrease the correlation in the network channel 
matrix. Increasing the Rxs’ heights results in an 
average sum rate degradation because of higher 
correlation between users’ channel gains as a result 
of shorter transmission path lengths.

perforMAnce in the cAse of user Mobility
To further decrease the number of evaluations in 
the case of changing users’ positions, we propose 
to forward the most recent optimized FOVs as 
initial positions for PSO for a faster convergence. 
To prevent particles from converging to sub-opti-
mal solutions because of insufficient exploration 
of the solution space, we propose to vary these 
initial values by a random factor between 0 and 
50 percent for each particle, in order to increase 
the spread of the particles in the solution space. 
We refer to this approach as “memory-assisted”  
optimization. The efficiency of this approach was 
investigated on 1000 scenarios generated by the 
random way-point model, simulating the mobility 
of four Rxs with velocities varying between 0.1 
and 0.5 m/seconds, and a time interval of 5 sec-
onds between two successive positions. The com-
parison is carried out over Rxs’ heights of 0.85 
and 1.15 m, and for different numbers of particles 
and iterations.

Table 3 shows a comparison of the average sum 
rate and the LOS blockage performance between 
the cases of conventional and memory-assisted 
PSO-based FOVs’ optimization, as well as the case 

of fixed FOV of 80°. The latter corresponds to the 
best performance for non-optimized FOVs, as seen 
in Table 2. The results show a robust LOS blockage 
performance for the memory-assisted approach, 
compared with the conventional optimization. As 
before, for the case of conventional optimization, 
LOS blockage occurrence improves with increas-
ing the number of evaluations from 50 to 100 or 
by decreasing the Rxs’ heights. For the average 
sum rate, both conventional and memory-assisted 
optimizations outperform the non-optimized case, 
while decreasing the Rxs’ heights or increasing the 
number of evaluations results in an improved per-
formance. However, conventional optimization 
provides a better average sum rate performance, 
which can be explained by a more constrained 
exploration of the solution space in the case of 
memory-assisted optimization. Indeed, the initial 
values are not distributed over the entire solution 
space as it is the case for conventional optimiza-
tion. Lastly, concerning the computational com-
plexity, for each particle and at each iteration, the 
proposed PSO-based optimization needs to first 
update the velocities, calculate the fitness function, 
enforce the boundary conditions; and then calcu-
late the ZFPC solution.

FIGURE 3. Comparison between optimized and non-optimized FOVs for a four Rx–four AP scenario: a) Top view for the locations of 
the Rxs and the APs with heights of 0.85 and 2.5 m, respectively; b) Fitness value versus optimization’s iterations. The dashed blue 
boxes represent the optimized FOVs over changes in fitness and their corresponding sum rates. The dashed red boxes correspond 
to the non-optimized FOVs (50°, 70°, and 90°).

TABLE 2. Number of scenarios with at least one Rx with no LOS coverage and 
average sum rate performance for optimized (Opt.) and non-optimized 
fixed FOVs, for fixed and random ZRx between 0.85 and 1.35 m, and 
random Rxs’ orientations.
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conclusions
We proposed in this article the optimization of 
the Rxs’ FOVs based on PSO, for ZFPC MU-MISO 
VLC networks. Firstly, we highlighted the trade-off 
between the solution quality and the number of 
evaluations, and showed that using a sufficient 
number of particles is essential for an adequate 
exploration of the solution space. In general, 
decreasing the FOV improves the average sum 
rate, but it also increases the risk of LOS blockage. 
The proposed optimized FOV tuning approach 
offers the best trade-off between a good through-
put performance and a robust LOS coverage. The 
performance of optimized and non-optimized 
FOVs were also compared in the case of user 
mobility, where it was shown that by using the last 
optimized FOVs as initial values for the PSO, a bet-
ter LOS blockage performance is achieved using 
a smaller number of evaluations. However, this 
comes at the expense of a slightly lower average 
sum rate due to the constrained exploration of the 
solution space. The robust performance achieved 
with a limited number of evaluations,makes this 
approach suitable for the cases of limited compu-
tational resources or relatively high user mobility. 
For scenarios with more constrained computa-
tional resources, the optimization of FOVs can be 
carried out only in cases where the channel cor-
relation exceeds a certain threshold.

Given the promises of the proposed scheme 
in improving the network performance, future 
research could investigate the merits of this 
approach while taking into account the practical 
constraints. This includes, for instance: investi-
gation of other pre-coding schemes (i.e., other 
than ZF pre-coding); consideration of the user 
mobility, random tilting of the Rxs and parame-
ters of the mechanical iris used for controlling 
the FOVs, including the required delay for FOV 
tuning; optimization of the FOV with the lowest 
possible number of changes to ensure minimum 
delay; and improvement of the proposed mem-
ory-assisted optimization to increase the solu-
tion quality by controlling the impact of the most 
recent optimized FOVs.

Note that the proposed approach for FOV opti-
mization can be applied to other areas of wireless 
communications that require real-time adaptation 
to changing network configuration, where the pre-
sented study, in particular, concerning the consid-
eration of the constraints on the possible values in 
the solution space, the trade-off between the PSO 
parameters, and the design of the fitness function, 
can be quite insightful.
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